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An 80-year-old woman from Cloverdale, a trailblazer in the early days of computer programming, was the recipient of hearing aids paid for with virtual currency as a tribute to her pioneering work.
Mystery buyer using bitcoin in Sonoma County revealed
For at least a decade, many experts and advocates have called for expanding the public education system to level the playing field for students from “cradle to career.” ...
Plans for free pre-K and community college could provide a ‘ladder into the middle class.’
NHANES is a nationally representative survey of noninstitutionalized persons in the United States. The survey includes an in-person examination with up to three brachial systolic blood pressure ...
Hypertension Among Youths — United States, 2001–2016
Dave’s Hot Chicken, the Los Angeles-based street food sensation turned breakthrough fast-casual brand, announced that it has inked a franchise agreement with Drew Wilson, Joe Dickerson, Craig Smith ...
Dave’s Hot Chicken to bring 10 units across the I-35 Corridor
From ammunition to training manuals and helmets, 13-year-old Jackson student Danny Gazdic has collected an array of military memorabilia.
Teen's collection features array of military memorabilia from ammo to training manuals
A The Last of Us 2 fan has discovered a way for Abby to kill Tommy during the sniper chase scene. In their latest hidden details in The Last of Us 2 video, YouTuber Speclizer discovered that Abby can ...
The Last of Us 2 fan discovers that Abby can kill Tommy, if she’s fast enough
Apple may soon have a much bigger fight on its hands if it wants to continue its opposition to “Right to Repair” laws, as the U.S. Federal Trade ...
Apple’s Fight Against ‘Right to Repair’ Legislation Is About to Go National
The portable document format is widely used in the business world for publishing product manuals, presentations ... Based mostly in Norwich, UK, Charles Jackson has been writing articles ...
How to Customize a PDF
No one ever asked Mark the Accountant what was the newest thing in Balance Sheets, nor did anyone care about the legal Smith v Jackson precedent as it pertained ... the owner’s manuals—everything. I ...
How I Got Into The Hi Fi Biz - The Guy Behind Bose Wave Radio Speaks
OptumRx asked the circuit court last August to compel arbitration of the pharmacies' claims, arguing that its provider manuals from 2015 to 2020 require the parties to arbitrate issues and ...
Benefits Manager Can't Halt Ill. Prescription Payment Claims
King County is updating the Surface Water Design Manual (SWDM) and the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Manual (SPPM) to improve the clarity and effectiveness the requirements and to comply with King ...
Public Rule Notice - Stormwater Manuals
USPTO representatives will present on the importance of intellectual property protections. See the program and register early. This year's event will be held at the Westin Hotel in downtown Jackson, ...
Learn from USPTO representatives at the Innovate Mississippi Accelerate Conference
Together they represent America's Largest Seed Fund. Cohosted by Innovate Mississippi, University of Southern Mississippi, and Jackson State University. America's largest seed fund is coming to ...
Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Road Tour: Jackson
Many businesses use the PDF format to create uneditable versions of documents such as e-books and product manuals ... Charles Jackson has been writing articles professionally for the Web since ...
How to Convert a PDF to a PPT with Open Source
A Jackson man was arrested Monday night for alleged driving while intoxicated. A Missouri Sate Highway Patrol report said Jeffrey Colyer, 62, was arrested at about 9 p.m. for alleged first-offense ...
Vaccination concerns brought before Jackson Board of Aldermen
Nine people, including six secondary school students, were arrested in Hong Kong on Tuesday for allegedly plotting to set off homemade bombs in courts, tunnels and trash cans as ...
6 students among 9 arrested in alleged Hong Kong bomb plot
Observers of Arizona’s Republican-led recount have found security gates left open, confidential manuals left unattended ... after bill passes Rep. Ronny Jackson: 'Joe Biden is not physically ...
Observers of Arizona’s GOP-led election audit document security breaches, prohibited items on counting floor
In some other countries that rely on different diagnostic manuals, “Asperger’s still ... In an interview with autism advocate Nancy Alspaugh-Jackson for the Center for Autism and Related ...
What’s the Difference Between Autism and Asperger’s?
“He spent his whole life as a rock star and had never been anything but that,” Martin Popoff, author of “Unchained: A Van Halen User Manual ... solo on Michael Jackson’s “Beat ...
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